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Adiabatic rocking ratchets: Optimum-performance regimes

N. Sánchez Salas* and A. Calvo Herna´ndez
Departamento de Fı´sica Aplicada, Universidad de Salamanca, 37008 Salamanca, Spain

~Received 27 February 2003; revised manuscript received 1 July 2003; published 23 October 2003!

We analyze work and efficiency for an adiabatic rocking ratchet working under three operating regimes:
maximum efficiency, maximum work, and a third one which represents a compromise between them. For all of
these regimes the application of very concrete loads and external amplitudes is found necessary in order to
obtain the maximum possible values of both efficiency and work. The reported results could be valuable to
design efficient Brownian motors and compare their operation under different working regimes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades finite-time thermodynamics~FTT! has
provided an extended framework to analyze more reali
upper bounds for the performance of real, irreversible h
devices beyond the limits imposed by the classical therm
dynamics@1,2#. A central point in FTT is the optimization o
a given heat device model constrained by finite-size an
finite-time processes. To get this, an optimization objectiv
proposed and making use of the optimal control theory
variational principles one finds the thermodynamic con
tions fitting such optimization criterion. In this context som
of us @3# have proposed a unified criterion~we call it
V-criterion! which represents the trade-off between energ
benefits and energetic losses due to irreversibilities for a
cific job of any energy converter. On the other hand, stud
on the energetics of Brownian motors, a thermal ratchet w
a load, are relevant because of two main reasons@4,5#. First,
due to the connection between the mechanical and the
aspects of dynamics described by stochastic Langevin
Fokker-Planck equations. Second, in order to find guideli
for the design of efficient physical realizations.

Recently, we have studied the behavior of efficiency a
power under some optimal operating regimes for irrevers
cycle models of macroscopic heat engines@3# and for Feyn-
man’s ratchet and pawl engine and its electric counterp
the diode engine@6#. In this paper we extend these studies
an isothermal rocking ratchet. In particular, we present a s
tematic analysis of the regimes of maximum work and e
ciency and the results of efficiency and work when t
ratchet is optimized under theV-criterion. Besides the con
crete numerical results, we stress how efficiency and wor
these isothermal models described by stochastic Lang
equations present facts qualitatively similar to those found
the nonisothermal energy converters previously analy
@3,6#. The results of efficiency and work under th
V-criterion are intermediate between those obtained un
the maximum work and efficiency regimes. Such interme
ate regime could be valuable for some real biological moto
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which seem to be optimized from the velocity and the e
ciency standpoints@7#.

In the following section we present the model and t
optimization regimes. In Sec. III we describe our numeri
results, which are discussed in terms of the net current, in
energy, and dissipated heat in Sec. IV. Finally we prese
brief summary and some concluding remarks in Sec. V.

II. THE MODEL AND THE OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA

It is not our purpose here to describe the optimization
any existing model@8–14# of rocking ratchets accounting fo
nonadiabatic effects, asymmetric external forces, and in
mogeneous friction coefficients. Instead we will consider
simplest forced thermal ratchet in the adiabatic limit@12,13#.
We assume an overdamped Brownian particle moving in
homogeneous ratchet potential under an external peri
force F(t) at temperatureT with a Langevin equation given
by

ẋ52F]V0~x!

]x
1

]VL~x!

]x G1F~ t !1j~ t !, ~1!

where j(t) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean a
^j(t)j(t8)&52kTd(t2t8) (k is the Boltzmann constant!;
V0(x) is a periodic, asymmetric, and piecewise-linear pot
tial given by

V0~x!5H Q

l1
x 0,x<l1

l11l22x

l2
Q l1,x<l11l2 ,

~2!

thus with intensityQ, spatial periodl5l11l2, and a sym-
metry breaking amplitudeD5l12l2 ; VL(x) is the potential
due to the load,]VL(x)/]x5 l .0. When the external force
F(t), a square wave of amplitudeA, is applied in either
direction during a time much larger than any other time sc
involved in the system~adiabatic limit! the solution of the
quasistatic Fokker-Planck equation gives an induced cur
J(A), which reads@9,12#
©2003 The American Physical Society25-1
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J5

P2
2sinhFl~A2 l !

2kT G
kTF l

QG2

P32
l

Q
P1P2sinhFl~A2 l !

2kT G ~3!

with

P15D1
~l22D2!~A2 l !

4Q
, ~4!

P25F12
D~A2 l !

2Q G2

2Fl~A2 l !

2Q G2

, ~5!

P35coshF2Q2D~A2 l !

2kT G2coshFl~A2 l !

2kT G . ~6!

The input energy~per unit time! from the external force to
the ratchet isEin5A@J(A)2J(2A)#/2, the work~per unit
time! that the ratchet extracts from the external force isW
5 l @J(A)1J(2A)#/2, and the efficiency of the energy tran
formation ish5W/Ein @12#.

Regarding the optimization procedure we will analyze
two natural regimes of maximum work and efficiency.
addition, as noted in the introduction, we will consider
third performance regime which represents a comprom
between work output and losses due to irreversibilities@3#.
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Usually, the analysis of irreversibilities in a real thermod
namic process needs the evaluation of the entropy gen
tion, which is the basic magnitude of standard optimizat
criteria as entropy generation minimization and exer
analysis@15#. On the contrary, optimization with respect
V-function does not need the explicit evaluation of the e
tropy generation, a subtle and difficult task in many syste
far from the equilibrium. Details on its derivatio
can be found in Ref.@3#. Mathematically theV-function
for heat engines reads asV(y;$g%)5@2h(y;$g%)
2hmax($g%)#W(y;$g%)/h(y;$g%), wherey denotes the ap-
propriate independent variables,$g% denotes a set of param
eters which can be considered as controls,h(y;$g%) is the
conventional efficiency,W(y;$g%) is the work delivered, and
hmax($g%) is the maximum possible value of the efficienc
in the allowed range of values ofy for giveng ’s @see Eq.~2!
in Ref. @3##. So, its implementation in any heat engine on
needs the knowledge of the work and efficiency in terms
the variables and controls defining a given thermodyna
process.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Deterministic limit

Let us begin with the case for which thermal noise
absent, i.e., whenT→0. In this case the current density
given by @10,13#
J~A!5H 0 2
Q

l2
<A2 l<

Q

l1

1

l F ~A2 l !2
Q2

QD1l1l2~A2 l !G otherwise.

~7!
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In Fig. 1 we show 3D-plots ofW andh for fixed values of
the ratchet potential (Q51, l51, l150.8, l250.2) using
Eq. ~7! for J(A). Some 2D-plots versusA for given values of
l are shown in Fig. 2. It is clear from these figures thatW and
h are functions which can be maximized with respect to b
A and l. For a fixed value ofl ~A! each function presents
relative maximum for someA( l ). However, the absolute
maximum values occur for a unique value of the cou
(A,l ). Similar qualitative plots are found at finite temper
tures ~see below!. Thus, A and l can be considered as th
appropriate independent variables of the optimization pr
lem, while the temperature of the thermal bath and the
rameters of the ratchet potential as the set of controls. Du
the strong nonlinearity ofJ(A,l ) out of the mobility gap,
2Q/l2>A2 l>Q/l1, to obtain an analytical solution of th
problem for arbitrary changes ofA and l is not an easy task
even in the deterministic limit. All reported results have be
obtained numerically using the standardMATHEMATICA pack-
age.

The calculated values of the deterministic amplitude a
load giving maximum efficiency,Amaxh and l maxh , respec-
h

e

-
a-
to

n

d

tively, and of the maximum efficiency hmax
[h(Amaxh ,l maxh) agree with those already reported b
Sokolov@13# in terms of the parameters of the ratchet pote
tial: Amaxh53.1255@Q(l11l2)#/2l1l2 , l maxh51.875
5@Q(l12l2)#/2l1l2, and hmax50.605 l maxh /Amaxh
5(l12l2)/(l11l2)52l1 /(l11l2)21. The determinis-
tic maximum work W(AmaxW,l maxW)[Wmax51.04 is
achieved for slightly higher values ofA and smaller values o
l @AmaxW54.04 andl maxW50.95] for which the efficiency is
hmaxW[h(AmaxW,l maxW)50.235. The deterministic maxi
mum efficiency regime is not operative since it implies
work and the deterministic maximum work regime impli
a drastic decreasing of the efficiency up to 0.235 fro
0.6. Between these two regimes theV-criterion yields
an efficiency hmaxV[h(AmaxV ,l maxV) approaching 0.44
~close to the maximum 0.6), while work,WmaxV
[W(AmaxV ,l maxV), remains finite with a value close to 0.6
~above the half of the maximum work! but now the needed
optima amplitude and load areAmaxV53.46 and l maxV
51.54, respectively. In Fig. 2 it can be seen howh andW
behave versusA for somel values. Note, in particular, how
5-2
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as the maximum efficiency is reached@A→3.125 and l
→1.875], work also approaches zero.

B. Finite temperatures

At finite temperatures all the results have been obtai
using expression~3! for the current density. As an illustra
tion, we show 3D-plots ofh andW at kT50.1 in Fig. 3. It is
clear again that bothA and l are appropriate independe
variables also at finite temperatures. The calculated o
mized values of efficiency, work, external amplitude, a
load are plotted in Fig. 4 versus the bath temperature. Th
figures clearly show that askT increases, the maximum wor
and work under maximumV-conditions decrease in a mono
tonic way, see Fig. 4~a!. The same behavior is observed f
the efficiencies under the three regimes@Fig. 4~b!#. Excep-
tion to these regular behaviors is the work output un
maximum efficiency,Wmaxh : it shows a quite different, non
monotonic behavior with a clear maximum atkT'0.1. Note
that at finite temperatures,V gives also efficiencies an

FIG. 1. Work ~a! and efficiency~b! vs A and l in the determin-
istic limit, kT50, for the ratchet parametersQ51, l51, l1

50.8, l250.2. The plotted loads and amplitudes are those
which the ratchet is able to extract energy from the rocking mec
nism.
04612
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works which are intermediate between those predicted by
maximum efficiency and maximum work regimes.

For the optimized amplitudes and loads we observe a
tinct behavior on the temperature, while the amplitudes fi
decrease up tokT'0.15 but above this temperature the
strongly increase, see Fig. 4~c!, the optimized loads decreas
continuously as temperature increases in the three regim
see Fig. 4~d!. Also note that whileAmaxV is intermediate
between Amaxh and AmaxW at each temperature@Amaxh
,AmaxV,AmaxW#, the optimized loadl maxV is intermediate
betweenl maxh and l maxW only at very low temperatures an
at kT*0.1. Moreover, atkT*0.1 we obtainl maxW. l maxh ,
while at very low temperaturesl maxh. l maxW in opposition
with the behavior of the amplitudes.

At high enough temperatures the ratchet effect tends
disappear and the three regimes give practically null e
ciency and null work output. The progressive larger amp
tudes needed to move progressive smaller loads make
ratchet quite inefficient due to the progressive importance
the thermal noise against fluctuation effects.

IV. NET CURRENT, INPUT ENERGY,
AND DISSIPATED HEAT

Because the system under study is in contact with just
thermal bath at temperatureT, the energetics of the system
can be easily expressed in terms of the entropy productio
dissipated heatQdis in the thermal bath at temperatureT and
the input energyEin . So, in this particular system the effi
ciency is h512(Qdis /Ein) and work becomesW5Ein

r
a-

FIG. 2. Deterministic numerical results for the work~a! and
efficiency ~b! in terms ofA for the labeled values of the loadl. In
particular,l 50.95 is the optimized load at maximum work cond
tions andl 51.54 at maximumV conditions. The insets shows th
behavior close to maximum efficiency conditions,l 51.875 ~see
text!.
5-3
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2Qdis, whereQdis /T is the total entropy production per pa
ticle since the system can be considered in a stationary
with constant entropy@5,14#. So, the behaviors of the opt
mized efficiencies and works in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! can be
properly explained by analyzing thekT evolution ofEin and
Qdis . However, first, we provide an intuitive explanation
the behaviors of optimized amplitudes and loads in Figs. 4~c!
and 4~d! starting from the average current^J&5@J(A,l )
1J(2A,l )#/2.

In Fig. 5 we plot^J& versusA for somel values at three
representative temperatures:kT50, 0.1, and 0.4. Under de
terministic conditions, see Fig. 5~a!, eachl-line in ^J& begins
its positive slope@coming from the currentJ(A,l )] at an
amplitude given by the mobility gapA5Q/l11 l and peaks
at A5Q/l22 l . At the right of each peak the inverse curre
J(2A,l ) provokes the negative slope of each line. Acco
ingly, asl increases the corresponding maximum shifts to
left and above somel-value^J& becomes negative at anyA.
Maximum work, proportional to maximum̂J&, should be
thus achieved at some load not too small@in order to keep
J(A,l ) as high as possible# nor too large@in order to avoid
intense negativeJ(2A,l ) values# and should be located a
someA into the mobility gap. In our case, numerical calc
lations givel maxW50.95 andAmaxW54.04. As temperature

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1 but atkT50.1.
04612
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increases, Fig. 5~b!, two factors play a role: the mobility gap
shift to the left and the reversal currentJ(2A,l ) progres-
sively becomes stronger even at low loads. Thus^J& remains
positive at lower loads for which the maxima are clea
shifted to smaller amplitudes. With a further increasing
temperature, Fig. 5~c!, small positive net current is found
only at very low loads peaking at highA-values. From all the
above we conclude that the~expected! monotonickT de-
creasing ofl maxW and the~perhaps, unexpected! nonmono-
tonic behavior ofAmaxW are the joint consequence of avoid
ing the progressive reversal current as temperature incre
and of the shifting to the left of the mobility gap.

The deterministic maximum efficiency is achieved at v
ues ofA and l corresponding to a stagnation situation wh
the average current just vanishes@13#. This is, whenQ/l1
1 l 5Q/l22 l andA is equal to one-half of the gap width@in
our case l maxh5Q/2@(1/l2)2(1/l1)#51.875 and Amaxh
53.125]. As temperature increases the location of the m
mum efficiency, mainly imposed by that of maximum wor
is also influenced by the evolution of input energy. Since
minimum~and null! value of eachEin(A,l ) moves to smaller
amplitudes and loads as temperature increases, Figs. 5~a! and
5~b! eachAmaxh should go below the correspondingAmaxW
and eachl maxh should decay faster than the correspond
l maxW. This last effect disappears at enough high tempe
tures because the almost null dependence ofEin on load, Fig.
5~c!, and thus we find thatl maxh→ l maxW at these tempera
tures.

FIG. 4. Numerical values of the optimized works~a! efficiencies
~b!, external amplitudes~c!, and loads~d! vs kT.
5-4
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The V-function can be expressed asV5@2h
2hmax#W/h5@2h2hmax#Ein . So, the location of its
maxima mainly depends on the maxima of bothh andEin .
Because the monotonic growth ofEin with A at anyl, Fig. 5,
the first consequence is that, at given temperature, e
AmaxV is greater than the correspondingAmaxh . Thel depen-
dence inV is a little bit subtle: at the~low! temperatures for
which AmaxV decreases, the loads giving maximum inp
energy become smaller, Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, but askT in-
creasesAmaxV also increases and the maximum input ene
is achieved at higher loads. We think that this nonregu
dependence ofEin(A,l ) could be the origin of the intriguing
decaying ofl maxV with respect to those ofl maxh andl maxW in
Fig. 4~d!. Nevertheless, we stress that the nonintermed
value ofl maxV in a particular range of low temperatures do
not invalidate theV-criterion as an optimum operating re
gime. In FTT, any regime giving efficiency over the ef
ciency at maximum power and a power over the power
maximum efficiency is said to be optimal@1,2#. In this line
the V-criterion is an optimum operating regime in the ad
batic rocking system under study, independently of the c

FIG. 5. Input energyEin ~solid lines! and net current̂ J&
~dashed lines! vs A at kT50 ~a!, 0.1 ~b!, and 0.4~c! for the labeled
l values. In ~c! the differentEin( l ) values are indistinguishable
Note also the different scales of the vertical axes in the three
ures.
04612
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crete behaviors of the independent variable.
Figure 6 showsQdis andEin versusl at kT50 and 0.1 for

the A values giving maximum in each regime. We also p
in each case the corresponding efficiency and work. We
serve in Figs. 6~a! and 6~d! that at the maximum work re
gime the optimized (A,l )-values at each temperature are,
expected, those giving maximumEin2Qdis and minimum
values of bothEin andQdis . Thus, at each temperature th
optimized l maxW and AmaxW values are the required cond
tions to a ratchet performance with~relative! minima for the
input energy and dissipated heat, their difference being
maximum possible. In the maximum efficiency regime, Fig
6~c! and 6~f!, l maxh andAmaxh are the needed values in ord
to get the minimum (Qdis /Ein)-quotient at any temperature
Only at kT50, Fig. 6~c!, the minimum of (Qdis /Ein) coin-
cides with the~absolute! minima of both Qdis and Ein :
maximum efficiency is achieved whenQdis→0 and Ein
→0 with Qdis /Ein→0.4 (hmax5120.450.6) but Ein
2Qdis→0, thus yielding the null value of work under max
mum efficiency conditions in the deterministic mode of o
eration. The maximumV-regime implies relative minima for
both Ein andQdis under deterministic conditions, Fig. 6~b!,
but this is not true at finite temperatures, Fig. 6~e!.

The results in Fig. 6 show that only the maximum wo
regime implies~relative! minimum values of input energy
and dissipated heat at any temperature, while the abso
minima of these magnitudes are only achieved by the de
ministic efficiency regime. Some remarks on the entro
production in the bath, (Qdis /T), are in order at this point
For every value ofA, there is a value ofl that minimizes the
entropy production at given temperature. At small tempe
tures the loads minimizing entropy decrease as the ampli
increases and above someA this load tends to zero. At high
enough temperatures the entropy production is a grow
function of A with a relative minimum atl→0. From the
results forQdis in Figs. 6~a!–6~c! it is clear that at determin-
istic conditions the states of maximumW, V, andh corre-
spond with states giving local minimum values of the e
tropy surface. However at finite temperatures this is only t
for the states under the maximum work regime.

We show in Fig. 7 a more detailedkT-evolution of Ein
and Qdis in each regime. It is clear that both magnitud
increase as temperature increases but at a fixed temper
they are greater in the maximum work regime than un
maximum efficiency conditions with, as expected, interm
diate values in theV-criterion. So, from the point of view of
the needed input energy and the unavoidable dissipated
the maximum work is a quite unfavorable operating regi
in the adiabatic rocking ratchet at any temperature in op
sition to the maximum efficiency regime. From Fig. 7 it
straightforward to understand the calculated monotonic
creasing with temperature of the optimized efficiencies
2(Qdis /Ein), in Fig. 4~b!, and works,Ein2Qdis , in Fig.
4~a!. In particular, the behavior of the work at maximu
efficiency conditions follows directly from Fig. 7~b!: as
noted aboveEin2Qdis→0 at kT50, thus yielding the null
value of work under maximum efficiency conditions in th
deterministic mode of operation, but askT increases the dif-
ferenceEin2Qdis5W first increases and then decreases w

-

5-5
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FIG. 6. Input energy and dissi
pated heat vs load at the labeledA
values atkT50 and 0.1.~a! and
~d! apply for the maximum work
regime,~b! and ~e! for the maxi-
mumV regime, and~c! and~f! for
the maximum efficiency regime
The labeledA and l are the values
of the independent variables giv
ing the maximum of each regime
at the considered temperature.
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FIG. 7. kT evolution of input energy and dissipated heat und
conditions of maximum work and maximumV ~a! and maximum
efficiency ~b!.
04612
a maximum value aroundkT50.1, which is the peak ob
served in Fig. 4~a!.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a systematic study of the efficie
and work for an adiabatic rocking ratchet with symmet
external amplitudes when optimized under three different
gimes: maximum work, maximum efficiency, and one mo
which represent the trade-off between work output and los
by irreversibilities. Beyond particular numerical results w
stress the following main points.

~a! The existence of very concrete external amplitud
and loads for which both efficiency and work achieve th
maximum possible values~quite significant at low tempera
tures! for given ratchet potential and temperature of the th
mal bath.

~b! The efficiency and work of the ratchet when optimiz
with the V-criterion present values located between tho
given by the maximum efficiency and maximum work r
gimes. To achieve this theV-performance consumes inte
mediate input energy and dissipates an intermediate am
of heat; and

~c! the nonmonotonic decreasing with temperature of
optimized work under maximum efficiency conditions and
the external amplitude in the three regimes, in opposition
the monotonic behavior observed for the three efficienc
maximum work, work under maximumV conditions, and
load in the three regimes.

r
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The analysis presented here can be extended to o
more complete models of rocked ratchets@8–11,13# and
other types of Brownian motors@4,16#. In particular, for
nonadiabatic rocked ratchets@8# incorporating additional
time and/or spatial asymmetries@10# and inhomogeneou
friction coefficients@11#, the appearance of current reversa
and the fact that the efficiency can be maximized at fin
temperature make an analysis on optimal operating regi
specially relevant.

It has been reported@7# that some protein motors seem
be optimized from the velocity and the efficiency stan
points. To explain the observed behavior of this kind of m
tors an alternative definition of efficiency@17# incorporating
the work done by friction forces has been proposed. As it
been pointed out by Parrondoet al. @14# that one has to be
careful with this type of definitions, since the work don
against the friction is always dissipated as heat to the ther
bath. If the task of these molecular motors is to do use
work against an external force and besides to achieve s
velocity, perhaps they can be properly analyzed under a
formance regime representing a compromise between
ciency and power. In fact, not only in physics and biolo
but also in several spheres of human activity compromise
been proposed@18# as a major unifying thread. Some bio
logical systems described by linear irreversible thermo
namics have been worked out under this point of view@19#
and an ecological-like optimization criterion, very similar
V but including the explicit evaluation of the entropy ge
eration, has been applied@20#.

It is interesting to face the obtained results for the isoth
,

,

te

ev
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mal, rocking ratchets to those reported in FTT for mac
scopic heat engines@3# and for the mechanical and electr
rectifiers@6#. All these systems show as a significant char
teristic that the maximum power and maximum efficien
regimes are close but noncoincident. In other words, b
power and efficiency show a maximum for different, b
close, values of some appropriate independent variable:
pressure ratio for Joule-Brayton cycles, the compression r
for automotive cycles, the temperature ratio for irreversi
Carnotlike cycles, the potential energy of the external wei
in Feynman’s ratchet, and the current in the diode engin
This fact gives rise to a looplike behavior for powe
efficiency plots, which is a specific sign of real motors@1,2#.
The results shown in Figs. 1 and 3 corroborate the ab
requirements for the isothermal rocking ratchet.

In summary, heat engines seem to show some similar
for the efficiency and work~or power! when studied in terms
of appropriate independent variables, independent of t
nature and size. An unified analysis under different optim
performance regimes could give guidelines in order to des
efficient motors and to compare their operation in differe
situations.
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